You are the positive reinforcer of Ted's values and high standards. You create a work environment where consistently awesome execution is routine. You are a leader—an expert—ready to be the coach on each shift, assisting the Co-Manager in making certain that every day is a success at Ted's.

As the General Manager's right-hand man or woman, you help train and mentor up-and-coming managers. If it needs doing, you know how to get it done.

As the head of your own restaurant, you are a presence in the community, leading a team of managers and helping define the Ted's experience. Congrats. You are a leader of leaders, participating directly in regional training initiatives and helping write the next chapter of the Ted's story.

Ted's Maternity and Paternity Leave Policy: After 2 years of service, Ted's offers all full-time managers 12 weeks of fully paid maternity leave and 2 weeks of fully paid paternity leave for the birth of a new child.